Extension Cable
Code 1763 (1 meter cable) or Code 1764 (5 meter cable).

Cable and Guard Installation Instructions:

1. To remove the electrode, turn the instrument OFF and then unscrew the electrode collar, and remove it (turn counter-clockwise to remove).
2. Gently rock the electrode from side to side, pulling it until it disconnects from the meter.
3. Attach the electrode to the cable by aligning the slots and pins, and carefully plugging the electrode into the cable socket. Be sure the O-ring is between the probe sholder and the threaded end of the cable connecter.
4. Tighten the electrode collar firmly to seal the electrode to the cable. Do not overtighten.
5. Attach the meter to the other end of the cable, using the same procedure as described in (3.) and (4.)
6. Note: The guard is not designed to be used without the cable. The cable can be used without the guard but it is not recommended.